DAFcheck

Service records at your fingertips
With VOSA’s Operators Compliance Risk Score (OCRS) system becoming
increasingly important and affecting ‘O’ Licences, the recording and retrieval of
vehicle maintenance records are becoming even more critical for truck operators.
DAF has developed its own web-based system, called DAFcheck, for recording the
inspection and service history of trucks and has now made it available free of
charge to operators.
In a nutshell, DAFcheck is an electronic maintenance records
system. It provides you, the operator, with a dedicated website:
www.dafcheck.eu which can be accessed via an email and
password login to view the inspection and servicing details of
all the vehicles in your fleet. It is constantly updated, helping
to control compliance with VOSA requirements simply and
accurately. It reduces administration and enables data to be
saved, printed or distributed instantaneously.

It’s as simple as that.
And it’s free.
‘DAF has revolutionised the way that our vehicle
inspections and servicing are carried out, communicated
to us and recorded. With DAFcheck I can now see
the status and recent history of our vehicles on a web
screen. It’s very user friendly and a great management
tool. And it doesn’t cost me anything.’
Roz Reeves,
Smurfit Kappa Sheetfeeding,
Norwich.

The benefits of DAFcheck to you
DAFcheck offers multiple benefits:

•	DAFcheck complies with the VOSA ‘Guide to Maintaining
Roadworthiness’

•	All information is legible, complete and consistent
•	Authorisation is recorded
•	Information is on time and doesn’t get mislaid
•	Inspection and servicing details are viewable on a website
immediately following sign off at the dealer

•	Both DAF vehicles and other makes can be included for complete
fleet analysis

•	Vehicle and job details can be printed, saved and emailed
•	By recording the full service history, DAFcheck helps to reinforce
residual values

•	DAFcheck is an in-house DAF system that has been introduced
precisely to meet operator requirements
And DAFcheck is free. All the benefits of this revolutionary
improvement in the services that DAF and its dealers provide
come at no charge whatsoever:
‘It’s a success from everybody’s viewpoint and most of all,
the customer’s. It’s a huge leap forward compared with the
old paper system – customers were continually asking for
a faster supply of inspection information and now it’s
available instantly.’

How DAFcheck works
DAFcheck starts with the carrying out of a vehicle inspection by a DAF technician to
VOSA guidelines and standards. The results, including any customer reported defects,
are recorded on a touch screen and the technician ‘signs’ the inspection declaring
serviceability or otherwise. Defects noted during the inspection, plus any servicing, are
carried out and recorded, then signed electronically. The workshop foreman / manager
approves the work and signs a declaration of roadworthiness. The DAFcheck website
is updated and can be viewed immediately. If you wish, an email can be sent to you
advising you that the inspection and associated work has been completed with a copy
of the inspection sheet.

Easy and Immediate Access
Go to the DAFcheck website www.dafcheck.eu and
enter your email address and password. Click on login.
If you do not have a subscriber (customer) account, and
you are the owner or operator, it can be set up simply by
contacting the Service Manager or Department at your
DAF Dealer or email DAFcheck@daftrucks.com .

Features
Once the login details have been accepted,
this web page with the subscriber name
will appear. ‘Max weeks since completion’
will show as '1'. This can be extended to a
maximum of 14 weeks and will then list all
completed jobs in the selected period.

Features of this ‘Jobs’ page include:
	Clicking on the vehicle registration will display vehicle details and the job history
	Clicking on the dealer assigned to the specific job provides all contact details for that dealer
	Indicates status of inspection
	Indicates what activity is recorded: S&M – Safety Inspection; P3,I,X,Y – Services
	Clicking on the PDF icon will open a window enabling viewing, printing, saving and emailing of the selected inspection/service sheet
	By selecting a specific dealer you can view all activities completed by that dealer up to a maximum of 14 weeks.

Using a search facility by registraton /
chassis number will show all the activities
carried out on that vehicle along with vehicle
details and any documents relating to the
vehicle e.g. MOT Certificate. Job reports for
all related job numbers can be accessed.

Job reports detail the item inspected and
any defects found and rectified by the
Technician during the inspection / service
for a specified vehicle and job number.
The job is signed off for roadworthiness by
the Foreman / Service Manager.

‘The DAF Check system has enhanced our maintenance programme.
With service reports received by email on job completion together
with on-line access for both local site management and Head Office Fleet
Manager, we are able to operate at a high legislative standard. The inclusion
of electronically storing vehicle documents completes the package.’
Andrew Sykes,
Group Transport Manager,
ASD Metal Services,
Leeds.

What to do next
Email DAFcheck@daftrucks.com for further information
or contact your DAF dealer.
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